Bop Test Plug Fmc

bop packers amp parts ram amp annular rubber products consisting of ram bop face seals top seals door seals cameron wsi shaffer bowen k 20 diaphragms amp stabilizers rubber products, problems with bop extreme idiots operator heavy equipment trucks excavator fails win driving fastest skill work duration 20 54 latest technology 2 241 400 views, the invention concerns a dual type plug to be used in a wellhead the plug has a separate retrievable inner plug 50 retrieving only the inner plug allows the use of lighter workover equipment than if the whole plug 10 must be pulled, a large valve at the top of a well that may be closed if the drilling crew loses control of formation fluids by closing this valve usually operated remotely via hydraulic actuators the drilling crew usually regains control of the reservoir and procedures can then be initiated to increase the mud density until it is possible to open the bop and retain pressure control of the formation, 1 when testing a surface bop stack with a test plug the side outlet valves below the plug should be kept in the open position two answers a because the test will create extreme hook loads b because of potential damage to casing open hole c otherwise reverse circulation will be needed to release test plug d to check for a leaking, 11 while drilling 8 1 2 hole hard formation amp long section client decided to pooh for test bop coz it exceeded 14 days wellhead is vetco gray type and the ad bring test plug fmc type by mistake then they run with it test plug stuck in wellhead they take overpull can t release it how we can solve these problem, wear bushing r r tool and test plug combination tool r r tool is used for running amp retrieving wear bushing it can also worked as a test plug which will be installed on the shoulder of casing head casing spool to test the sealing performance of casing head casing spool drilling spool and bop stack, bop pressure testing procedure 1 discuss operator bop requirements with rig manager insure that all romfor s bop equipment is tested consistent with romfor s policy this may require nabors to incur the cost for the testing subcontractor as well as provide rig time to the operator for the test ppe requirements hard hat safety glasses work, devotail packing for 7 bop test plug p n 3 fx fcms loose part each 2 used item ri sbms seal sleve 3 1 2 nominal each 5 used item ng gasket bx 154 3 1 16 15k wp flange dove tail packing for 11 test plug each 2 fmc x mas tee with full assembly make fmc each 1 corr0sion
inhibitor 55gal gal 1000 p salt kcl 50kgs mt 40 tiw 226dv, ge oil amp gas drilling amp production vetcogray subsea
wellhead systems fullbore enables the operator to run one extra casing string under bop control with a 21 drilling riser the
system also allows more flexibility in the ms 800 18 and 16 casing hanger running tools set and test the seal via the drill
pipe this reduces, directive 037 service rig february 2006 effective june 17 2013 the energy resources conservation board
ercb has been succeeded by the alberta energy regulator aer as part of this succession the title pages of all existing ercb
directives now carry the new aer logo however no other changes have been, this video is considered as an educational
video used for non profitable purpose for all petroleum and non petroleum students in bue the british university in egypt
and any other user for, close the uvbr and test to 7 ensco work instructions bop testing story board for mc608 nakika ea2
step 5b note leave the test ram in the closed position test to 7 returns can be monitored up the string in the event the test
rams leak once testing is complete open the uvbr amp test rams and proceed with the remaining well intervention
program, the ahead plug includes a plug body having at least a locking module multiple sealing members and a threaded
connection tool the wellhead plug according to the present disclosure offers multiple advantages over existing
technologies for example the device may serve duplex roles as a wellhead pressure plug and or a connection test tool,
responsible for knowledge of assigned product lines uwd 15 m2m packoff sms packoff mandrel casing hanger surface
tubing hanger completion bop test plug their associated configuration installations and demonstrates the safe and
successful installation of the products within companys guidelines on development exploration and work, the possibility
of test pressure leaking past a packoff or test plug and being applied to a weaker element i e fmc subsea drilling systems
uwd sb 13 5 8 wellhead system, china wellhead plug valve check valve choke valve manufacturers and api high pressure
valve oilfield valve fmc cameron valve suppliers welcome to import quality wellhead plug valve check valve choke valve
at competitive price from our factory here, low torque fmc plug valves low torque plug valves are based on the
technologies introduced from fmc and spm forged from high strength alloy steel they are robust field proven plug valves
that provide dependable service for applications such as cementing fracturing acidizing coiled tubing and sand control
features low operating torque, the next step is to rig up and make up the bop test tool the bop test tool comprises a
retrievable packer element attached to a crossover tube for the drillpipe it is a string attached to a plug i will not focus on
the tool itself so i will just point out that it pretty much looks something like this roughly, it is also required that the flanged connections between each spool and the bop be tested during the drilling and completion phases. the tools required are available from the equipment supplier. the tool used for testing the bop is typically a plug type with a heavy duty elastomer seal annulus access. fmc has large inventories of surface wellhead drilling completion and workover rental tools. back pressure valves tree test plugs two way checks related searches for surface wellhead test plug related searches surface power plug ge wellhead fmc wellhead valves fmc wellhead microsoft surface power plug microsoft surface plug, 3 1 16 high pressure manual gate valve wellhead api ball screw gate valve introduction of the manual gate valve ball screw gate valves is a type of large bore gate high pressure valve which were improved from cameron fls r gate valve it s the main component of frac tree the frac valve is often used on the top of the wellhead on high pressure, supports up to 650 000 lbs casing or tubing weight 10 ksi bop test hangers have 5 65 square inches of flow by area 0 60 particle 13 5 8 annulus seal assemblies used to seal off the annulus between the casing and the wellhead pr2 qualified 30f to 250f 10k bore pressure 10k annulus external lock ring is rated to 0, like other fmc flowline products fmcs integral fittings come with full material traceability and can be supplied with charpy impact values plug valve manifolds fmc integral fittings can be used in combination with fmc plug valves to create manifolds for choke and kill well testing squeeze flow back and cementing applications, valve model 120 surface wellhead s model 120 gate valve exceeds api 6a pr2 appendix f performance test and fmc 300 endurance test it is designed for medium pressure oil and gas applications the model 120 s features have provided customers with many years of reliable services and the best sealing performance in the industry, if the welding is performed by a third party the fmc s representative will monitor the temperature to verify that it does not exceed the maximum temperature of the seal fmc representative will install the test plug for the initial bop test fmc will install a solid steel body pack off to completely isolate the lower head, xian chancemate with api 6a 16a16c certificate is the best manufacturer of wellheadchristmas tree assembly bop hydraulic bop control unit casing head tubing head choke manifold api 6a valve and swivel joints hammer unions adaptor and cross ov, seller description this lot of drilling accessories is considered surplus materials and no longer needed by the oil company this must be sold to recover funds and inventory space, wellhead safety for non wellhead professionals presented by larry benson regional operations
manager ge oil amp gas valve removal plug back pressure valves 11 0147 14 5 18 2011 wellhead christmas tree safety test pumps 2 field greasing units personnel service 10 total 29 h2s certified personnel, jianhu jielin petrochemical machinery co ltd plug valve fmc plug valves 6a valve manufacturer supplier in china offering 2 1502 plug valves for wellhead with unions 7 1 16 5m api 6a oil forged fc gate valve of wellhead 2 1502 style 50 swivel joint elbow and so on, expro first angola team deliver cost saving subsea project in country for bp plug and abandonment p amp a decommissioning, sparta engineering is a leader in mechanical design for manufacturing working closely with world class manufacturers our engineers are highly trained to produce a product that complements a shops manufacturing capabilities, running and test tools drilling guide base the drilling guide base fig 2 provides a means for guiding and aligning the bop onto the wellhead guide wires from the rig are attached to the guideposts of the base and the wires are run subsea with the base to provide guidance from the rig down to the wellhead system, 1 x fmc subsea ehxt x mas tree 10 000psi 5 x 2 10k enhanced horizontal x mas tree ehxt the tree is arranged for oil production service with gas lift assistance and interfaces with a dq ss 15 modified wellhead system, bop cup testers cameron type f cup tester replacement parts bop f type cup testers rrp f type bop cup tester are designed to be attached to the drill string and lowered into the casing beneath the wellhead to pressure test the blowout preventer stack and the wellhead features and benefits sizes pressure ratings and connections for, on the platform i do installation of equipment we install wellhead casing hanger pack off bop test plug and x mas tree bpv and twcv after installing individual equipment i do pressure test, flow capacity isa give firm recommendations to test fixture for cv classification and cv testing ansi fci also give criterion for seat pressure test this test s normally conducted at relatively low pressure, fmc representative will install the test plug for the initial bop test fmc will install a solid steel body pack off to completely isolate the lower head after cementing intermediate casing after installation of the pack off the pack off and the lower flange will be tested to 3m as shown on the attached schematic, alibaba com offers 92 bop test plug products about 4 of these are mining machinery parts 4 are other rubber products and 1 are instrumentation cables a wide variety of bop test plug options are available to you such as carbon steel stainless steel and brass, 43 3610 60005389 seal 13 5 8 bop test plug fmc 48 085842 1 ea 44 3610 60005965 seal fmc wellhead type xems alloy steel ptfe coated 13 490 od x 11 255 id x 1 000 4 ea 45 3610 60020764 coupling csg 7in 29ppf gde 13cr80 jfe
bear 26 ea 46 3610 60044623 seal fs id type 20 100in to 20 200in casing dia 2 ea, the plug is installed when the valve is to be removed and removed when the valve is to be installed vr plug tool is also available aside from valve removal vr plugs we also produce and supply wellhead accessories and tools such as wear bushing wear bushing r r tool and test plug combination tool type h back pressure valve bpv bull plug, technipfmc plc one st pauls churchyard london ec4m 8ap united kingdom registered in england and wales registered no 09909709, individual casing strings and the blowout preventer bop stack this interface is required for four main reasons to contain pressure through the interface with the bop stack to allow casing strings to be suspended so that no weight is transferred to the drilling rig, xian chancemate with api 6a 16a16c certificate is the best manufacturer of wellheadchristmas tree assembly bop hydraulic bop control unit casing head tubing head choke manifold api 6a valve and swivel joints hammer unions adaptor and cross ov, the straight bowl design prevents the wedge locking of bowl protectors casing hangers and test plugs simplifying the installation process like all fmc casing heads the c 22 eg has the option of a detachable base plate another time saving feature safety no need to work under a suspended bop, plug valves low torque plug valves are based on the technologies introduced from fmc and spm forged from high strength alloy steel they are robust field proven plug valves that provide dependable service for applications such as cementing fracturing acidizing coiled tubing and sand control, a test plug for use in pressure testing a christmas tree and blowout preventer atop an oil or gas wellhead the test plug includes a cylindrical body having an outer diameter slightly smaller than the bore of the wellhead and a plurality of support dogs that fit into an annular groove in the wellhead to support the plug during pressure testing
Products – Piper Oilfield Products
April 17th, 2019 - BOP Packers amp Parts Ram amp Annular Rubber Products Consisting of Ram BOP Face Seals Top Seals Door Seals Cameron WSI Shaffer Bowen K 20 Diaphragms amp Stabilizers Rubber Products

BOP DIDNT WORK PROPERLY
April 10th, 2019 - Problems with bop EXTREME Idiots Operator Heavy Equipment Trucks Excavator FAILS WIN Driving Fastest Skill Work Duration 20 54 Latest Technology 2 241 400 views

US7654329B2 Dual type plug for wellhead Google Patents
March 6th, 2019 - The invention concerns a dual type plug to be used in a wellhead The plug has a separate retrievable inner plug 50 Retrieving only the inner plug allows the use of lighter workover equipment than if the whole plug 10 must be pulled

BOP Schlumberger Oilfield Glossary
April 16th, 2019 - A large valve at the top of a well that may be closed if the drilling crew loses control of formation fluids By closing this valve usually operated remotely via hydraulic actuators the drilling crew usually regains control of the reservoir and procedures can then be initiated to increase the mud density until it is possible to open the BOP and retain pressure control of the formation

Well control Stack Configuration 1 Using the BOP
March 13th, 2019 - 1 When testing a Surface BOP stack with a test plug the side outlet valves below the plug should be kept in the open position Two Answers a Because the test will create extreme hook loads b Because of potential damage to casing open hole c Otherwise reverse circulation will be needed to release test plug d To check for a leaking

Wellsharp Practice Exam IADC rig way com
April 10th, 2019 - 11 While drilling 8 1 2 hole hard formation amp long section client decided to POOH for test BOP coz it exceeded 14 days Wellhead is Vetco gray type and the AD bring test plug FMC type by mistake then they run with it Test plug stuck in wellhead they take overpull can t release it How we can solve these problem

Wear Bushing R R Tool and Test Plug Combination Tool BPV
April 10th, 2019 - Wear Bushing R R Tool and Test Plug Combination Tool R R Tool is used for Running amp Retrieving wear bushing It can also worked as a test plug which will be installed on the shoulder of casing head casing spool to test the sealing performance of casing head casing spool drilling spool and BOP stack

BOP PRESSURE TESTING PROCEDURE EDC Romfor
April 15th, 2019 - BOP PRESSURE TESTING PROCEDURE 1 Discuss Operator BOP requirements WITH RIG MANAGER Insure that all Romfor s BOP equipment is tested consistent with Romfor s policy This may require Nabors to incur the cost for the testing subcontractor as well as provide rig time to the Operator for the test PPE Requirements Hard Hat Safety Glasses Work

A Inventory available at Laxmi Godown Old Warehouse
April 11th, 2019 - Devotail packing for 7 BOP Test Plug P n 3 FX FCMS Loose Part Each 2 USED ITEM Ri SBMS Seal sleve 3 1 2 Nominal Each 5 USED ITEM ng Gasket BX 154 3 1 16 15K WP Flange Dove Tail Packing for 11 Test Plug Each 2 FMC x mas tee with full assembly Make FMC Each 1 CORR0SION INHABITOR 55GAL Gal 1000 P Salt KCL 50kgs MT 40 TIW 226DV

GE Oil amp Gas Drilling amp Production
April 15th, 2019 - GE Oil amp Gas Drilling amp Production VetcoGray subsea wellhead systems FullBore enables the operator to run one extra casing string under BOP control with a 21” drilling riser The system also allows more flexibility in The MS 800 18” and 16” casing hanger running tools set and test the seal via the drill pipe This reduces

Directive 037 Service Rig
April 16th, 2019 - Directive 037 Service Rig February 2006 Effective June 17 2013 the Energy Resources Conservation Board ERCB has been succeeded by the Alberta Energy Regulator AER As part of this succession the title pages of all
existing ERCB directives now carry the new AER logo However no other changes have been

BOP blow out preventer
April 6th, 2019 - This video is considered as an educational video used for non profitable purpose for all petroleum and non petroleum students in BUE The British University in Egypt and any other user for

BOP pdf Technology General Science
April 9th, 2019 - Close the UVBR and Test to 7 ENSCO WORK INSTRUCTIONS BOP TESTING STORY BOARD FOR MC608 NAKIKA EA2 Step 5B Note Leave the Test Ram in the closed position Test to 7 Returns can be monitored up the String in the event the Test Rams Leak Once Testing is complete Open the UVBR amp Test Rams and proceed with the remaining Well Intervention Program

US20150034338A1 Wellhead pressure plug Google Patents
November 21st, 2018 - The ahead plug includes a plug body having at least a locking module multiple sealing members and a threaded connection tool The wellhead plug according to the present disclosure offers multiple advantages over existing technologies For example the device may serve duplex roles as a wellhead pressure plug and or a connection test tool

Preetish V Technical Service Personnel TechnipFMC
April 14th, 2019 - Responsible for knowledge of assigned product lines UWD 15 M2M Packoff SMS Packoff Mandrel casing hanger Surface Tubing hanger completion BOP test plug their associated configuration installations and demonstrates the safe and successful installation of the products within company’s guidelines on development exploration and work

Free Download Here pdfsdocuments2 com
April 16th, 2019 - The possibility of test pressure leaking past a packoff or test plug and being applied to a weaker element i e FMC Subsea Drilling Systems UWD SB 13 5 8” Wellhead System

China Wellhead Plug valve Check valve Choke valve
April 6th, 2019 - China Wellhead Plug valve Check valve Choke valve manufacturers and API high pressure valve oilfield valve FMC Cameron valve suppliers Welcome to import quality Wellhead Plug valve Check valve Choke valve at competitive price from our factory here

Low torque FMC plug valves products from China Mainland
April 9th, 2019 - Low torque FMC plug valves Low torque plug valves are based on the technologies introduced from FMC and SPM forged from high strength alloy steel They are robust field proven plug valves that provide dependable service for applications such as cementing fracturing acidizing coiled tubing and sand control Features Low operating torque

BOP test Drilling and Well
April 17th, 2019 - The next step is to rig up and make up the BOP test tool The BOP test tool comprises a retrievable packer element attached to a crossover tube for the drillpipe it is a string attached to a plug I will not focus on the tool itself so I will just point out that it pretty much looks something like this roughly

Wellhead systems for land drilling petrowiki org
April 17th, 2019 - It is also required that the flanged connections between each spool and the BOP be tested during the drilling and completion phases The tools required are available from the equipment supplier The tool used for testing the BOP is typically a plug type with a heavy duty elastomer seal Annulus access

surface wellhead test plug Bing pdfdirff com
April 5th, 2019 - FMC has large inventories of surface wellhead drilling completion and workover rental tools Back Pressure Valves Tree Test Plugs Two Way Checks Related searches for surface wellhead test plug Related searches Surface Power Plug GE Wellhead FMC Wellhead Valves FMC Wellhead Microsoft Surface Power Plug Microsoft Surface Plug
3 1 16 High Pressure Manual Gate Valve Wellhead
March 21st, 2019 - 3 1 16 High Pressure Manual Gate Valve Wellhead API Ball Screw Gate Valve Introduction of the Manual Gate valve Ball screw gate valves is a type of large bore gate high pressure valve which were improved from Cameron FLS R gate valve it s the main component of frac tree the frac valve is often used on the top of the wellhead on high pressure

FMC Subsea Drilling Systems UWD SB 13 5 8” Wellhead System
April 17th, 2019 - Supports up to 650 000 lbs casing or tubing weight 10 ksi BOP Test • Hangers have 5 65 square inches of flow by area 0 60” particle 13 5 8” Annulus Seal Assemblies • Used to seal off the annulus between the casing and the wellhead • PR2 Qualified 30°F to 250°F 10K Bore Pressure 10K Annulus • External Lock Ring is rated to 0

FMC – Drilling Solutions Limited
April 17th, 2019 - Like other FMC flowline products FMC’s Integral Fittings come with full material traceability and can be supplied with Charpy impact values Plug Valve Manifolds FMC Integral Fittings can be used in combination with FMC Plug Valves to create manifolds for choke and kill well testing squeeze flow back and cementing applications

Wellhead slideshare net
April 15th, 2019 - Valve Model 120 • Surface Wellhead s Model 120 gate valve exceeds API 6A PR2 Appendix F performance test and FMC 300 endurance test It is designed for medium pressure oil and gas applications The Model 120 s features have provided customers with many years of reliable services and the best sealing performance in the industry

2N 882 O OIL CONSERVATION DIVISION M
April 7th, 2019 - • If the welding is performed by a third party the FMC s representative will monitor the temperature to verify that it does not exceed the maximum temperature of the seal • FMC representative will install the test plug for the initial BOP test • FMC will install a solid steel body pack off to completely isolate the lower head

FMC chiksan wivel joint Xi’an Chancemate Petroleum
April 14th, 2019 - Xi’an Chancemate with API 6A 16A?16C certificate is the best manufacturer of wellhead?Christmas tree assembly BOP Hydraulic BOP control unit casing head tubing head choke manifold API 6A valve and swivel joints hammer unions adaptor and cross ov

Drilling Accessories Salvex
April 17th, 2019 - Seller Description This lot of Drilling Accessories is considered surplus materials and no longer needed by the oil company This must be sold to recover funds and inventory space

Wellhead Safety for Non wellhead Professionals ETGPA
April 17th, 2019 - Wellhead Safety for Non wellhead Professionals Presented by Larry Benson Regional Operations Manager GE Oil amp Gas Valve Removal Plug Back Pressure Valves 11 0147 14 5 18 2011 Wellhead Christmas Tree Safety test pumps •2 Field Greasing Units Personnel •Service 10 •Total 29 •H2S certified personnel

China 2 1502 Plug Valves for Wellhead with Unions China
April 3rd, 2019 - Jianhu Jielin Petrochemical Machinery Co Ltd Plug Valve Fmc Plug Valves 6A Valve manufacturer supplier in China offering 2 1502 Plug Valves for Wellhead with Unions 7 1 16 5m API 6A Oil Forged FC Gate Valve of Wellhead 2 1502 Style 50 Swivel Joint elbow and so on

Angola team deliver cost saving subsea project in country
April 17th, 2019 - Expro first Angola team deliver cost saving subsea project in country for BP plug and abandonment P amp A decommissioning

BOP TEST STUMP Sparta Engineering
April 18th, 2019 - SPARTA ENGINEERING is a leader in mechanical design for manufacturing Working closely with world class manufacturers our engineers are highly trained to produce a product that complements a shop’s manufacturing capabilities
Subsea wellhead systems petrowiki.org
April 18th, 2019 - Running and test tools Drilling guide base The drilling guide base Fig 2 provides a means for guiding and aligning the BOP onto the wellhead. Guide wires from the rig are attached to the guideposts of the base and the wires are run subsea with the base to provide guidance from the rig down to the wellhead system.

Oilfield – Synergy Energy Resources
April 15th, 2019 - 1 x FMC Subsea EHXT X Mas Tree 10 000PSI 5? x 2? 10k enhanced horizontal X Mas tree EHXT The tree is arranged for oil production service with gas lift assistance and interfaces with a DQ SS 15 Modified Wellhead System.

BOP Cup Testers – Rubber Regenerating & Processing Co
April 15th, 2019 - BOP Cup Testers Cameron Type “F” Cup Tester Replacement Parts BOP F type Cup Testers RRP F type BOP cup tester are designed to be attached to the drill string and lowered into the casing beneath the wellhead to pressure test the blowout preventer stack and the wellhead. Features and Benefits Sizes Pressure Ratings and Connections for.

kornelio pirc TSP Engineer FMC Technologies LinkedIn
April 13th, 2019 - On the platform I do installation of equipment we install Wellhead casing hanger pack off BOP test plug and x mas tree BPV and TWCV After installing individual equipment I do pressure test.

Introduction to Subsea Production System Forsiden
April 18th, 2019 - Flow capacity ISA give firm recommendations to test fixture for CV classification and CV testing. ANSI FCI also give criterion for Seat pressure test. This test is normally conducted at relatively low pressure.

BLM REVISED New Mexico Department of Energy Minerals
April 4th, 2019 - • FMC representative will install the test plug for the initial BOP test • FMC will install a solid steel body pack off to completely isolate the lower head after cementing intermediate casing. After installation of the pack off the pack off and the lower flange will be tested to 3M as shown on the attached schematic.

Bop Test Plug Bop Test Plug Suppliers and Manufacturers
April 11th, 2019 - Alibaba com offers 92 bop test plug products About 4 of these are mining machinery parts 4 are other rubber products and 1 are instrumentation cables A wide variety of bop test plug options are available to you such as carbon steel stainless steel and brass.

List of Drilling Material Scrapped PPEPCA
April 10th, 2019 - 43 3610 60005389 seal 13 5 8 bop test plug fmc 48 085842 1 ea 44 3610 60005965 seal fmc wellhead type xems alloy steel ptfe coated 13 490 od x 11 255 id x 1 000 4 ea 45 3610 60020764 coupling csg 7in 29ppf gde 13cr80 jfe bear 26 ea 46 3610 60044623 seal fs id type 20 100in to 20 200in casing dia 2 ea

VR Plugs Wellhead Valve Removal Plugs manufacturers and
April 14th, 2019 - The plug is installed when the valve is to be removed and removed when the valve is to be installed. VR Plug Tool is also available. Aside from Valve Removal VR Plugs we also produce and supply wellhead accessories and tools such as Wear Bushing Wear Bushing R R Tool and Test Plug Combination Tool Type H Back Pressure Valve BPV Bull Plug.

TechnipFMC plc
April 17th, 2019 - TechnipFMC plc One St Paul’s Churchyard London EC4M 8AP United Kingdom Registered in England and Wales Registered No 09909709

Land wellhead systems amp offshore surface wellhead systems
April 12th, 2019 - individual casing strings and the blowout preventer BOP stack. This interface is required for four main reasons To contain pressure through the interface with the BOP stack To allow casing strings to be suspended so that no weight is transferred to the drilling rig.
well control equipment wellhead christmas tree BOP BOP  
April 11th, 2019 - Xi’an Chancemate with API 6A 16A?16C certificate is the best manufacturer of wellhead?Christmas tree assembly BOP Hydraulic BOP control unit casing head tubing head choke manifold API 6A valve and swivel joints hammer unions adaptor and cross ov

Casing Heads Wellhead Equipments  
April 16th, 2019 - The straight bowl design prevents the wedge locking of bowl protectors casing hangers and test plugs simplifying the installation process Like all FMC casing heads the C 22 EG has the option of a detachable base plate another time saving feature Safety No need to work under a suspended BOP

Plug Valve Plug Valves FMC Weco SPM Fig 1502 Fig  
April 10th, 2019 - Plug Valves Low torque plug valves are based on the technologies introduced from FMC and SPM forged from high strength alloy steel They are robust field proven plug valves that provide dependable service for applications such as cementing fracturing acidizing coiled tubing and sand control

Well pressure test plug FMC Corporation  
April 8th, 2019 - A test plug for use in pressure testing a Christmas tree and blowout preventer atop an oil or gas wellhead The test plug includes a cylindrical body having an outer diameter slightly smaller than the bore of the wellhead and a plurality of support dogs that fit into an annular groove in the wellhead to support the plug during pressure testing
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